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Fat Bike Tubeless Tire - Stretch Wrap Setup  
 
Parts 
 

- 5” x 1,000 ft. stretch wrap 

- Tubeless valve stems 
- Nylon finish washers (if necessary) 
- Clear packaging tape 

- Dish soap and paint brush 
- Tire sealant 

 

Process 
 

1) Check rim and valve hole thoroughly for burrs, mismatches, dents, etc.  Fix/file as necessary 

2) Mount wheel to the frame, fork, or wheel stand so that it can spin freely  
3) Thoroughly clean rim, use acetone if necessary to remove any adhesive residue 
4) Cover rim seam with packaging tape, wrapping up inside the rim bead lock 

5) Trim rim seam tape at outer inside edge of rim bead lock 
6) Some rims may need sill foam to build up inside of rim so that the tire beads can set. 
7) Tape stretch wrap to rim, lining up one edge of the wrap to the inside edge of one side.  

8) The other tape edge should extend over the rim edge by ~  1” 
9) Pull wrap just tight enough to get a little stretch and even out any wrinkles 
10) Wrap 3 times around one rim edge.  Make sure wrap extends over rim edge by ~ 1" 

11) Wrap 3 times around other rim edge.  Make sure wrap extends over rim edge by ~ 1" 
12) Wrap 3 times down the middle of rim valley edge to edge 
13) Cut wrap with razor knife and tape loose end tight, sealing stretch wrap to itself.  Extend tape over rim edge ~ 1” 

14) Poke hole in wrap at center of valve hole with awl or other sharp, round point 
15) Screw in valve stem and tighten lock nut to seal.  Add nylon finish washer to valve stem if seal protrudes through rim wall 
16) Soap up rim edges and tire bead 

17) Mount tire, keeping stretch wrap intact between tire bead and inside of rim edge 
18) Take care not to scuff, peal, or damage stretch wrap 
19) Inflate to 20psi or more to seat bead 

20) Deflate tire and add sealant, preferably through valve.  Start with 4 oz. of sealant, add more if necessary 
21) Inflate to 20 psi, make sure beads set. Check all around rim for bead line 
22) Spin/bounce/rotate tire to even distribute sealant.   

23) Adjust tire pressure as desired, check for leaks 
24) Mount wheel and trim off excess stretch wrap between outside of tire and rim 
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